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Common in the operation of both segmented and un-segmented large solid rocket motors is the
occurrence of vortex shedding within the motor chamber. A portion of the energy within a shed
vortex is converted to acoustic energy, potentially driving the longitudinal acoustic modes of the
motor in a quasi-discrete fashion. This vortex shedding-acoustic mode excitation event occurs for
every Reusable Solid Rocket Motor (RSRM) operation, giving rise to subsequent axial thrust
oscillations. In order to better understand this vortex shedding/acoustic mode excitation
phenomena, unsteady CFD simulations were run for both a test geometry and the full scale
RSRM geometry. This paper covers the results from the subscale geometry runs, which were
based on work focusing on the RSRM hydrodynamics. Unsteady CFD simulation parameters,
including boundary conditions and post-processing returns, are reviewed. The results were
further post-processed to identify active acoustic modes and vortex shedding characteristics.
Probable locations for acoustic energy generation, and subsequent acoustic mode excitation, are
discussed.
